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The films centers on the love affair of a young
couple that is set to take place on Valentine’s
Day. The woman is an airhead who does not
know anything about, and the man is a boy who
does everything for the girl. She is a girl who
comes to India and marries a wealthy family
who owns a hotel, and she does not know what
is love. The couple are afraid to tell each other
the truth, as they are both from very different
backgrounds and have certain values that they
do not quite match. A real-life version of "How
to Lose a Guy in 10 Days"? Talk about a FINE
way to lose your man!...from just A DROP OF
TOILET WATER! I loved Riteish and Genelia's
comic timing, chemistry and even the comical
line delivery (I'll be careful what I tell my GF,
LOL). Well, I had a great time watching this
movie. The characters were well portrayed and
dialogue was very interesting and perfect. All in
all, even though it took quite a while to come to
an end, I loved the movie and highly
recommend it. I love this kind of films. Riteish is
just wonderful in this film. I also liked Genelia
Deshmukh. Really cute n romantic! Riteish is
perfect as usual and I think Riteish Deshmukh is
best! Riteish Deshmukh's body movements n
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expressions are very good. The entire film is
very interesting. Go for it! Excellent film. I love
Riteish Deshmukh. Everybody knows, Riteish
Deshmukh is best film actor. Riteish Deshmukh
is my god, i can't believe the dedication of the
producer and all the people involved in this film.
I got a feeling this movie is really going to be
big hit. I really love the entire thing.
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This is one of the best movies of 2012. I
absolutely adore both Riteish Deshmukh and

Genelia Dsouza. I absolutely love the direction
also. This is just a must watch movie. You will

love it. Overall amazing performance by all the
cast members. No surprise here. i was a fan of
the original, and this one's version is simply a
joyride. It's a good big song too -- at least for
once in this genre. the crazy, annoying climax

was fun and out of place, but it worked. they've
finally made the whole thing bearable. the
remaining songs, which were fun at first,

become tedious after a while as the romance
curdles and there's never enough of that magic
of real love. yes, it does ruin the fun, but that's
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only a small part. they've made the entire thing
bearable and I can't really ask for more than

that. it's a thumbs up for Atif and Priya. Atif and
Priya, the stars of the film, were in the news last

week, after a celebrity couple, after being
married for eight years, finally tied the knot. It

was recently revealed that the superstar
couple's eight-year-old marriage was broken
before they got married.The two stars, both

Bollywood regulars, had been living separately
since 2006, while the relationship appeared to

be on the rocks for a while."There were
obstacles but we always were there for each

other and we were always there for our fans. I
think that is what made us strong in the end.
We have been true to each other all the way

from the time that we started dating," Priyanka,
who plays an Indian cricket team player, told a
news channel. "For eight years, we have never
had a minute’s doubt in our relationship and I
can’t say that we are a couple now, but if we
were to call ourselves a couple, then we are a
good one," she added. "We have been through
a lot. We have been through the highs and lows
of the actor-studio system together. We have

been through everything. Our love has survived
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all of it," Priyanka said. But the actress says
their tie-up is one that comes with happiness

and not stress. "Our wedding has been easy and
happiness is the only feeling we have. We feel
we are home now. We feel like we are married

now," she said. Priyanka, who has had four films
released, said it has been a great challenge

finding a role that suits her. "I have been
through it all and now I am very happy, the film
industry is quite big but it is not as much fun as
it was, I don’t know what it is," she said. "I have
four films released, for the past five to six years,
it’s been very difficult to find a role that is right.
We do like each other, there is respect between
us and no words were said to hurt each other,"
Priyanka said. "We have been through it all. We

have been through the highs and lows of the
actor-studio system together. We have been

through everything. Our love has survived all of
it," Priyanka said. The deal marks Atif and

Priyanka's third film together and comes after
their hit film, "Tere Naam". Both the actors will

next be seen in "Peepli Live". 5ec8ef588b
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